
BOTTOM LINE: Use your time wisely.

                             Read Psalm 90:12
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Grab art supplies and a piece of poster board 

or large piece of paper. With the help of a 

grownup, write Psalm 90:12 at the top then 

draw squares to represent the days of a week. 

Now put a number for the date and a name for 

the day somewhere in each square. Use the art 

supplies to draw or write what you do on those 

days. It could be school, sports, music practice, 

or play dates. Make sure your week includes 

Sunday and note that it is for church and rest. 

THINK about how you spend your  

time each week.

Create A Calendar
With the help of a grownup, set an alarm clock for 10 minutes. In those 10 minutes, do whatever you want to do. When the alarm goes off, write or draw what you did. Now reset the alarm clock and ask a grown up to tell you what to do for 10 minutes. When the alarm goes off, write/draw all you did.

LOOK at how much you can do in a short amount of time. 

Alarm Clock

With the help of a grownup, make 

some cookies from a recipe. Follow 

the recipe and pay attention to the 

amount of time each step takes. 

Think about what might happen if 

you didn’t stir the ingredients long 

enough. Or what might happen if 

you left the cookies in the oven too 

long.

KNOW that to do something well 

takes the right amount of time.

Make Some Cookies Written below is a list of priorities you would probably complete on a typical day, but they are all in the wrong order.  Reorder these priorities by which you think is the most important to the least important.  Share your order with another person and see if they agree.   ASK God to help you spend your time well. 
Pray: God thank you for time itself. Help me to use it well in all the things I do. Amen.

LIST OF PRIORITIES    1. Go to school  6. Read a story   2. Relax/play with toys 7. Take a bath       3. Eat breakfast  8. Do homework   4. Read GodTime card 9. Go to sleep   5. Help with chores or dinner 10. Pray

Priority Scramble




